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ACTS 20:35

You should remember the words of the 
Lord Jesus: ‘It is more blessed to GIVE 
than to RECEIVE.’” 

Foundational Principle
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PSALM 126:5

Those who plant in TEARS will harvest 
with SHOUTS OF JOY.
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GENESIS 9:12

Then God said, “I am GIVING you a 
SIGN of my COVENANT with you and 
with all living creatures, for all 
generations to come.
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GENESIS 13:15

I am GIVING all this land, as far as you 
can see, to you and your descendants as 
a permanent POSSESSION.
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GENESIS 28:20

Then Jacob made this vow: “If God will 
indeed be with me and protect me on 
this journey, and if he will PROVIDE me 
with food and clothing,
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GENESIS 28:21

and if I return SAFELY to my father’s 
home, then the Lord will certainly be 
my God.
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GENESIS 28:22

And this memorial pillar I have set up 
will become a place for worshiping God, 
and I will PRESENT to God a tenth of 
everything he gives me.”
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GENESIS 37:3

Jacob loved Joseph more than any of his 
other children because Joseph had been 
born to him in his old age. So one day 
Jacob had a SPECIAL GIFT made for 
Joseph—a beautiful robe.
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GENESIS 43:33

Joseph told each of his brothers where 
to sit, and to their AMAZEMENT, he 
seated them according to age, from 
oldest to youngest.
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GENESIS 43:34

And Joseph filled their plates with food 
from his own table, GIVING Benjamin 
five times as much as he gave the 
others. So they feasted and drank freely 
with him.
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GENESIS 48:22

And beyond what I have given your 
brothers, I am GIVING you an extra 
portion of the land that I took from the 
Amorites with my sword and bow.”
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1 SAMUEL 1:5 ESV

But to Hannah he GAVE a double 
portion, because he LOVED her, though 
the Lord had closed her womb.
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1 SAMUEL 18:1

After David had finished talking with 
Saul, he met Jonathan, the king’s son. 
There was an immediate BOND 
between them, for Jonathan loved 
David.
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1 SAMUEL 18:3

And Jonathan made a solemn pact with 
David, because he LOVED him as he 
loved himself.
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1 SAMUEL 18:4

Jonathan sealed the pact by taking off 
his robe and GIVING it to David, 
together with his tunic, sword, bow, and 
belt.
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2 SAMUEL 9:1

One day David asked, “Is anyone in 
Saul’s family still alive—anyone to whom 
I can show KINDNESS for Jonathan’s 
sake?”
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2 SAMUEL 9:7

“Don’t be afraid!” David said. “I intend to 
show KINDNESS to you because of my 
promise to your father, Jonathan.
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2 SAMUEL 9:7

I will GIVE you all the property that 
once belonged to your grandfather Saul, 
and you will eat here with me at the 
king’s table!”
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2 SAMUEL 23:15

David remarked longingly to HIS MEN, 
“Oh, how I would love some of that good 
water from the well by the gate in 
Bethlehem.”
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2 SAMUEL 23:16

So the Three broke through the Philistine 
lines, drew some water from the well by the 
gate in Bethlehem, and brought it back to 
David. But he refused to drink it. Instead, he 
poured it out as an OFFERING to the Lord.
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PSALMS 15:1

Who may WORSHIP in your sanctuary, 
Lord? Who may enter your PRESENCE 
on your holy hill?
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PSALMS 15:4

Those who despise flagrant sinners, 
and honor the faithful followers of the 
Lord, and keep their PROMISES even 
when it hurts.
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ECCLESIASTES 5:1

As you enter the house of God, keep 
your ears open and your mouth shut. It 
is evil to make MINDLESS offerings to 
God.
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ECCLESIASTES 5:2

Don’t make rash PROMISES, and don’t 
be hasty in bringing matters before 
God. After all, God is in heaven, and you 
are here on earth. So let your words be 
FEW.
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ECCLESIASTES 5:3

Too much activity gives you restless 
dreams; too many WORDS make you a 
fool.
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ECCLESIASTES 5:5

It is better to say nothing than to make 
a PROMISE and not keep it. 
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ECCLESIASTES 5:6

Don’t let your mouth make you sin. And don’t 
defend yourself by telling the Temple 
messenger that the PROMISE you made was a 
mistake. That would make God angry, and he 
might wipe out everything you have achieved.
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ECCLESIASTES 5:7

TALK is cheap, like daydreams and 
other useless activities. FEAR God 
instead.
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MATTHEW 5:37

Just say a simple, ‘YES, I will,’ or ‘No, I 
won’t.’ (NLT) 

But let your ‘YES’ be ‘Yes,’ and your ‘No,’ 
‘No.’ (NKJV)
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2 SAMUEL 7:2

the king (David) summoned Nathan the 
prophet. “Look,” David said, “I am living 
in a beautiful cedar palace, but the ARK 
OF GOD is out there in a tent!”
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2 SAMUEL 7:11

I will GIVE you rest from all your 
enemies. “‘Furthermore, the Lord 
declares that he will MAKE a house for 
you—a dynasty of kings!
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2 SAMUEL 7:12

For when you die and are buried with 
your ancestors, I will RAISE up one of 
your descendants, your own offspring, 
and I will make his kingdom STRONG.
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2 SAMUEL 7:13

He is the one who will BUILD a house—a 
temple—for my name. And I will 
SECURE his royal throne forever.
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1 KINGS 6:12

“Concerning this Temple you (Solomon) 
are building, if you keep all my decrees 
and regulations and obey all my 
commands, I will fulfill through you the 
PROMISE I made to your father, David.
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1 KINGS 6:13

I will LIVE among the Israelites and will 
never ABANDON my people Israel.”
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COVENANT GIVING

A covenant based GIVING 
makes way for me and the 
GENERATIONS after me 
to be ushered into royalty!
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Covenant Giving
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